Very Fast Oscillations (VFOs, > 80 Hz) in the hippocampus and cortex have been linked with gap junctions. [1] [2] [3] . Modeling work has confirmed that VFOs can be produced by an axon plexus (network of axons connected by gap junctions). [4-6] Here, we explore how a realistic cortical axonal plexus may produce VFOs.
Very Fast Oscillations (VFOs, > 80 Hz) in the hippocampus and cortex have been linked with gap junctions. [1] [2] [3] . Modeling work has confirmed that VFOs can be produced by an axon plexus (network of axons connected by gap junctions). [4] [5] [6] Here, we explore how a realistic cortical axonal plexus may produce VFOs.
By looking at axonal reconstructions from the rat somatosensory cortex [7] , we confirm that an axonal arbor consists of a relatively thick central main axon and collaterals which branch off of the main axon. Considering that myelin is often found on the main axon and not the collaterals [8] , we assume that putative gap junctions are placed on axon collaterals. This means that in order for action potentials to travel through an axonal plexus, they must be able to travel up the collaterals, through the main axon, and into the other collaterals. Using simulations, we determine how propagation from one collateral to another is affected by (1) maximum sodium conductance in the axon (g Na ), (2) somatic voltage, (3) excitatory chandelier cell synapses onto the initial segment [9] , and (4) basket cell synapses onto the soma. We also explore possible network connectivity between collaterals.
The somatic voltage and synapses control propagation between collaterals for a range g Na . This range depends on (1) how close the collateral is to the soma, and (2) the number of branch points surrounding the junction between the collateral and main axon. We find that many of the collaterals branch off the main axon within 200 um from the soma, so propagation can be controlled by the somatic voltage and synapses in many cells. Furthermore, chandelier and basket cell synapses can interact with each other, so that their overall balance determines propagation between collaterals. Following the work in [4] , we piece together the conditions for which propagation occurs in a single axon and the properties of the network to find the conditions under which VFOs occur. We then relate this to the occurrence of VFOs during the up-state of slow-wave sleep, and the lessening of VFOs during the down-state of slow-wave sleep and during waking.
